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Abstract— Timber production is only one of the reasons that 

families own woodlands, many owners like the idea of being 

able to cut and use some of their own timber, regardless of 

whether you are gathering fire wood for your own use or 

making lumber and wood products for a profit, removing 

logs or poles from the woods can be challenge, this is 

especially true because most wood land owners do not have 

commercial logging equipment specifically designed to 

safely and efficiently drag and haul logs from the woods. In 

many instances their designs can make them inherently 

dangerous when dragging timber from the woods. A number 

of steps can be taken to ensure your safety when dragging 

logs and poles from the woods with tractors or four wheelers, 

and a number of equipment manufacturers have designed 

attachments to allow for the safe removal of timber with 

these types of equipment. A large number  of attachments 

have been designed to help wood land owners safely haul 

logs out of the woods while there are many different designs, 

they all have one thing in common with commercial logging 

equipment: They are designed to lift the front end of the logs 

off the ground. This issue is extremely important. If the front 

end of logs remain on the ground they can easily hang on 

rocks, stumps, and uneven ground as they are dragged. This 

often happens unexpectedly and farm tractors and four 

wheelers react by raising the front end. When these types of 

equipment are put under this stress they can quickly become 

unstable, hence a log pulling arch is designed and fabricated.. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 µr : co-efficient of rolling friction 

 K : normal force for rolling friction 

 M : mass of the timber 

 m : mass of the pulling arch 

 g : acceleration due to gravity 

 µs : co-efficient of sliding friction 

 W : normal force for sliding friction 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A healthy forest often requires some active management. An 

enlightened manager may wish to remove small numbers of 

logs from the forest without damaging what is left behind: 

1) To salvage individual blow down trees as an ordinary 

periodic chore. 

2) To carry out a judicious timber thinning for the benefit 

of the remaining trees in the stand. 

3) To undertake a systematic small wood harvest as a 

modest commercial venture, while preserving most of 

the best trees. 

Logs are usually large and heavy relative to people. 

Major challenges when moving logs from the forest include 

lifting great weights on unpredictable terrain, overcoming 

friction, protecting residual vegetation, and assuring 

personal safety at all times. Large scale loggers overwhelm 

these problems, often recklessly when operating on other 

people's property, with massive and expensive mechanized 

equipment that can create serious environmental problems 

by damaging vegetation and soil. Large equipment operators 

are also inclined to remove the largest and best trees, which 

is frequently inadvisable for the continued prosperity of the 

forest. There are many advantages in using smaller and less 

expensive log-moving equipment, but such equipment is just 

now becoming available in this country. 

The devices described below are suitable for small-

scale, low-impact logging in the forests, where parcels are 

small, tree growth is slow, soils are vulnerable to long-term 

damage, and the prominent commercial loggers are 

irresponsible. The implements can be owned and operated 

by a private landowner, or shared by an association of forest 

owners, or by an entrepreneur embarking on a responsible, 

commercial enterprise of "residential" forest management 

(such a small business could provide a valuable and 

lucrative service that is badly needed in this county).  

A. Horse Logging 

Horse logging is not just a relic of the past. It is still being 

used today. With horse logging, trees are generally felled 

and bucked by hand with a chainsaw and then skidded by 

single horses or a team of horses. The horses are equipped 

with a harness and haul either a single or double tree load, 

depending on whether using a single horse or a team. 

 
Fig. 1: Horse Logging 

Many horse loggers use a bar with chain hooks 

attached to it and hook the logs with short chains. Some use 

small skidding arches, which are basically a set of wheels 

that get the front of the logs off the ground, increasing the 

load that a horse can pull. Horse logging is useful on narrow 

skid trails and in areas that are sensitive, or where the 

desired stand is too tight to get standard equipment into. 

Another advantage to horse logging is equipment 

maintenance. All you need are horseshoes, plus oats and hay 

for fuel (of course, horses eat a lot when working hard). 

B. Conventional Logging 

More logs have been moved by conventional logging than 

any other method in Montana. With conventional logging, 
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trees are felled by hand sawyers and either bucked into logs 

and limbed in the strip, or tree-length skidded into the 

landing and then limbed and bucked by hand into logs. After 

being felled, the trees or logs are skidded with either 

crawlers or rubber tired skidders that are fitted with skidding 

winches and arches. The winch is fixed with a long piece of 

heavy cable that is the mainline. Chokers with sliders are 

placed on the end of the mainline. The operator backs up to 

the first log, drops the blade down and sets the brake. Then 

the winch is put into neutral and the operator pulls the 

mainline and chokers to the first log. The slider closest to 

the machine is hooked to the closest log, Then the operator 

goes to the next one and hooks it and so on until the chokers 

are full. 

The winch is then engaged and the logs are pulled 

up to the machine, with the hooked ends suspended off the 

ground. This makes them easier to pull and causes less soil 

disturbance. Anyone engaged in woodlot management, tree 

falling, and log handling should be familiar with the 

traditional tools of the trade: chainsaws, limb-pruning 

handsaws, peavies, chains, chokers, nylon straps, cables, 

snatch blocks, come-along, log splitters, chippers, etc. 

 
Fig. 2: Conventional Logging 

The Log pulling arch is a device designed to be 

used by hand, that weighs just 68kg, but can lift and carry 

logs from 4 to 16 inches in diameter and 1,000 kg in weight. 

The Log pulling arch is ideal for portable sawmilling and 

small woodlot applications. For arborists, the Log pulling 

arch is an indispensable back saving tool for your crew. 

Forget cutting everything short and carrying it out, or 

loading it on wheelbarrows or carts, let the Log pulling arch 

do the lifting and have it all out to the curb and ready to chip 

in no time at all! The Log pulling arch can also be used to 

fell hang-ups in tight stands, by picking the entire cut tree up 

off the stump and allowing it to be walked back, to free the 

hang-up of the crowns in other nearby trees. 

II. DESIGN PROCESS 

The notion of useful work is basic to machines functioning, 

as there is always some energy transfer involved. The 

mention of forces and motion is critical to our concern as in 

converting energy from one form to another, machine 

creates a motion and develop forces. It is Engineers task to 

define and calculate those motion, forces and changes in the 

energy in order to determine the size shape and material 

needed for each of the interrelated parts of the machine. The 

goal in machine design is to size and shape the 

parts(machine elements) and choose the appropriate material 

for manufacturing process so that machine is expected to 

perform its intended function without failure .In this design 

project there is negligible acceleration so static force 

analysis will be suffice. Static force analysis deals with 

structure which is to be designed against failure to external. 

The process of design is essentially an exercise in applied 

creativity. Various design process have been defined to help 

organize to attack upon un-constructed problem definition is 

vague for which many solution exist .some of this design 

process as shown below consist of 10 steps but can be 

extended to 25 steps. 

 
Fig. 3: Design Process 

 Identification of need 

 Background research 

 Task specification 

 Synthesis 

 Analysis 

 Selection 

 Detailed design 

 Prototyping and testing 

 Production 
The initial step is Identification of need, usually 

consist of an ill-defined and vague problem statement. The 

development of the Back ground Research is necessary to 

fully define and understand the problem after which it is 

possible to re state the goal in a more reasonable and 

realistic way than the original problem statement. Step (4) 

calls for the creation of detailed set of task specification 

which bound the problem and limit the scope The synthesis 

step (5) is the one in which as many alternative possible 

design approaches are sought, usually without regards of 

quality and value .We can also state this step as ideation and 

invention step in which largest number of creative solution 

are generated. 

 
Fig. 4: Assembly view 
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In step (6) the solution of the previous steps are 

analyzed and they are accepted, rejected and modified. the 

most promising solution is selected at step 7 once the 

acceptable design are filtered and once the way is finalized 

then the Detailed design is done where all the loose ends are 

tied up complete engineering drawing is made , vendors are 

identified and manufacturing specification is defined . The 

actual construction of the working design is first done as a 

proto type in step (9) an finally in quantity in production at 

step (10). 

A. Design of the Tong 

When the tong starts to hold the log, the tongs' tips are first 

placed in the gap between the logs. Then the tongs are 

gradually closed. Since the tong is symmetric in structure, 

the forces acted on the tong can be described as shown in 

Figure. The resistance distribution on the external face of 

the tong is discrete and usually does not follow a pattern and 

varies depending on the method of holding. Therefore, the 

resultant force is used to represent this resistance in the 

model. 

Formula for calculation of force requirement 

1) Rolling friction 

 Frictional force F=  r. K  

 Normal force K= (M+m) g 

2) Sliding friction 

 Frictional force F=  s. W 

 Normal force K= M. g 

 
Fig.5 Diagram of the forces acting on the tong 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In designing and fabricating of this log pulling arch a flow 

of methods had to be used. First of all, a process planning 

had to be done. This act as a guideline to be followed so that 

the final model meets the requirement and time could be 

managed. This would determine the efficiency of the project 

to be done. Regulating and analyzing these steps are very 

important as each of it has its own criteria to be followed. 

A. Drawing 

The drawing are divided into two categories which are 

 Sketching-all the ideas for log pulling arch are sketched 

in a paper to ensure the ideas selection can be made 

after the selection. 

 Solid work application-The design or concept sketched 

is transfer to solid modeling and drawing using solid 

work application. 

B. Fabrication 

Manufacturing process in which an item is made 

(fabricated) from raw or semi-finished materials. After 

designing phase, fabrication takes place these processes 

involve many methods to fabricate the product; it involves 

cutting, hammering, drilling, welding, grinding, forging and 

many more methods. Fabrication process is a process to 

make only one product rather than manufacturing process 

was used at the whole system production. This way includes 

part by fabrication until assembly to other component. 

C. Getting the Material 

This project requires the Mild Steel (alloy 1008) from steel 

shop as per required dimension. It is known for its very 

good formability and comparatively high strength. It has a 

very good surface finish. 

D. Measuring and Marking 

After getting the material, the next step is measuring and 

marking. The equipments used in this process may be 

measuring tape, marker pen. The length of marking is shown 

in modeling. You need to cut a piece a certain length so you 

MEASURE out to there, you make a MARK there, then you 

CUT it on that mark. 

E. Cutting Material 

The hollow rod is cut based on the markings using the 

cutting machine. A care should be taken while cutting the 

material. Start with a standard size of stock. Remove 

material to achieve desired geometry. Much easier to 

remove material then add material. 

F. Drilling 

The model was first prepared using software. The 

specification of heavy duty high torque drilling machine for 

which the model is being fabricated and drill diameter 

20mm and power input 1150w. The drilling machine is 

called bench drilling machine which rests on a magnetic 

base to prevent its movement while drilling operation. The 

bench drilling machine is nothing but smaller than pillar 

drilling machine with all other things same to both the 

machines. 

The bench drilling machine is used to drill light-

weight materials. One should never hold the material 

directly in hand while doing the drilling operation. Due to 

high torque the work piece might rotate causing harm to the 

person holding the job. On-off switches are provided on the 

left side of the machine and the wheel to control the depth of 

drilling is provided on the right side of the machine. The 

height of the table is set by adjusting the height adjuster 

lever. When drilling the table should be moved quite close 

to the drill bit so that the distance from the drill bit to the 

material is small. The material selected was of mild steel. 

During drilling operation a lot of force acts on the job as 

well as its holding device used in the holding of the job. The 

materials for fabrication should be selected such that this 

can be hardened to resist wear. 

G. Welding 

Welding is a fabrication or sculptural process that joins 

materials usually metals or thermoplastics, by causing 

fusion. In addition to melting the base metal, a filler material 

is often added to the joint to form a pool of molten material 

(the weld pool) that cools to form a joint that can be as 

strong as the base material. During welding, an arc is 
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maintained between a tungsten electrode and the work- 

piece in an inert atmosphere (Ar, He, or Ar-He mixture). 

Depending on the weld preparation and the work-piece 

thickness, it is possible to work with or without filler. 

Modern welding power sources can deliver both direct and 

alternating current. The power sources have falling 

characteristic curves. The current can be varied in steps or 

continuously. The voltage required depends on the distance 

between electrode and work-piece and determines the 

operating point on the characteristic line. 

H. Forging 

Forging is a manufacturing process involving the shaping of 

metal using localized compressive forces. The blows are 

delivered with a hammer (often a power hammer) or a die. 

Forging is the term for shaping metal by using localized 

compressive forces. Hot forging is done at a high 

temperature, which makes metal easier to shape and less 

likely to fracture. Warm forging is done at intermediate 

temperature between room temperature and hot forging 

temperatures. Forged parts can range in weight from 

kilogram to 170 metric tons. Forged parts usually required 

further processing to achieve a finished part. Hot forging 

temperatures range from 93ºC to 1650ºC for refractory 

metals. 

IV. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

Log pulling arch is an indispensable tool for moving smaller 

logs by hand. The log pulling arch is light enough to be 

carried by hand but strong enough to last lifetime this log 

pulling arch can also be used for felling hang ups, bunching 

logs and to cut firewood off the ground. The optional 

extension handle is used for longer logs or walking greater 

distance.  

First the arch will be straddle on the log it will be 

adjusted to find the midpoint or the balance of the log, such 

that it will be moved easily without any resistance. For the 

easy movement of the log the reach will be set in the upright 

position and it is pulled down. For more convince pivot the 

tongs to the log. And by using the handles it can be pulled to 

the location where it has to be transferred. 

Better pulling the log to the desired position the 

tongs can be released from log pulling arch moving the arch 

in upward direction. By this the log will be dropped 

downwards and then strike down on the tongs with the nose 

of the arch. 

Buckling of fire wood, before buckling of firewood 

all the wood should be pre bunched trail side then set the 

tongs by straddling arch over the firewood, and pull down 

the reach. Push reach down and set down on the ground near 

log. 

For the log pulling arch to work properly the log 

should be of flexible length and diameter. Hence in order to 

pull the felling hung up-trees. It should be cut into proper 

length. And the tongs should be set perpendicular to the 

trunk of the hung up tree.  

By pulling down on the reach, the arch will pick 

the log off the stump you will now pull the log back away 

from the stump until it falls. Be aware of your path and be 

prepared to drop the log if it tends to push you the log will 

act as a brake. 

 
Fig. 6: Log Pulling Arch 

V. PROCESS FLOW CHART 

The flow chat starts with the introduction here the 

introduction is first plan to start the project. The supervisor 

request for understanding of the project and make some 

research about the project title. Student makes project 

synopsis, objective, and scope of work, problem statement 

and planning. Once the introduction is done, the supervisor 

request for the understanding of the project. Thus, literature 

review on the title is done thoroughly covering all the aspect 

of the project. 

The medium for this research are via internet and 

books. Essential information related to the project is 

gathered for referencing. In conceptualization, few designs 

are done using the sketching which is then saved to be 

reviewed. Sketch four concepts suitable for the project with 

a 3-dimentional and understanding. The sketching is first 

step for designer used of the time. The designs and concepts 

are than reviewed and recalculated to fit the best dimensions 

and performance of log pulling arch. After four design 

sketched, design consideration have been made and one 

design have been chosen. The selected design sketched is 

then transfer to 3D modeling application. Software is used 

because it gives a better dimension of log pulling arch 

compared to manual draw and is much easier to use. 

However, the drawing using software is just a guideline to 

be followed to improve the log pulling arch. 

After drawing is done, the project proceeds to next 

step that is fabrication process. The finished drawing and 

sketching is used as a reference by following the 

measurement and type of material needed. The fabrication 

process that involved is cutting, welding, drilling, forging 

and other. After every process was finish, they are check to 

make sure that the output of the process obeys the product 

requirement. If all the parts had been processed, the parts are 

joined together to produce log pulling arch. The log pulling 

arch will be test to see if it fulfills the requirement such as 

easy to pull the log, and to bring anywhere. During the 

testing, if problem occur such as can’t pull the large logs, 

the log pulling arch will step back to previous process to fix 

back the problem. The log pulling arch is expected to have 

an error that any cause the part to be redesigned again. The 

log pulling arch is finished by doing some finishing process 

such as painting. 
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Fig. 6: Process Flow Chart 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Log pulling arch is an indispensable tool for moving 

smaller logs by hand it is light enough to be carried by hand 

but strong enough to last a lifetime. The Log arch can also 

be used for felling hang-ups, bunching logs and to cut 

firewood off of the ground. The optional extension handle is 

used for longer logs or walking greater distances. As it also 

reduces the labor requirement for transporting the logs is 

sawmills. Log arches allow for low impact operations in 

sensitive areas, minimal ground disturbance and clean logs 

for sawmilling. Great for selective harvesting and thinning. 

A. Specifications 

 Log Capacity 16 inch diameter 

 Length Capacity 16 feet 

 Weight Capacity 600 Kg 

B. Future Work 

Existing log pulling arch can be used for industrial purpose 

by changing of tongs into buck. The buck comes with two 

possible configuration the basic arch and wheels can be 

fitted with a hand use package with tongs and a handle for 

normal towing, or a tow package with a drop tong, winch 

and trailer hitch. It is ergonomically well designed and well 

manufactured, the welding and powder coat finish are 

excellent, as are wheels, tires and winch. 

Log pulling arch is versatile implement for tractor 

arch with 8feet available in the reach fully suspended loads 

of up to 16feet in length can be carried or forwarded through 

the woods or to the portable sawmill. Longer logs can drag a 

tail or be used in tandem with another arch or tag axle. The 

tractor arch also has receiver provisions front and rear for 

special rigging or the addition of a power winch to the 

system 
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